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Key themes for 2015 
•  Strong economic growth - The U.S. economy should deliver its 

strongest year of growth since the end of the global financial crisis with the 
labor market at its healthiest level and corporate capital expenditures finally 
accelerating. However, restrained real wage increases and subdued growth in 
personal consumption along with an uncertain Eurozone outlook may challenge 
the sustainability of the recovery. 

•  AccommodAtive monetAry policy - Uncertainty surrounding the 
sustainability of the economic recovery and the Federal Reserve’s dual mandate 
should ensure continued accommodation in monetary policy. The path of rate 
normalization will likely be measured and led by an increase in the short-term 
(Fed Funds) rate which may result in a modestly flatter yield curve.

•  cApitAl mArketS enter “extrA inningS” - Commercial real estate 
investors may enjoy “extra innings” of capital market tailwinds with a flatter yield 
curve supportive of current cap rates, especially given that the long end of the 
Treasury yield curve may likely remain somewhat range bound. If space market 
fundamentals remain strong, cap rates should stay stable or even modestly 
compress in some markets/property types. Risk-premia expectations from 
commercial real estate should also remain stable. 

•  modeSt up-weight to riSk StrAtegieS – A relatively benign 
economic and capital markets environment supports a modest increase in risk. 
Preferred strategies include value-added/opportunistic in private real estate, 
high-yield debt in non-gateway markets and legacy issue in CMBS. 

•  noi growth for “offenSe” And “defenSe” – Investors should focus 
on increasing same-store rent growth even if the capital markets environment 
turns out to be more favorable so that investors can (a) take advantage of 
improving economic conditions or (b) be defensive in case cap rates start to rise 
to reduce any drawdown in value.
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chApter 1 

Looking for  
“Goldilocks” in 2015
OUR BASE CASE ECOnOMIC OUTlOOk IS FOR THE U.S. ECOnOMy TO FInAlly ACHIEvE A 
CyClICAl PERIOd OF MOdERATE ESCAPE vElOCITy wITH THE FORECAST FOR REAl GdP 
TO ExPAnd By ClOSE TO 3% In 2015. This will be a welcome relief after nearly five years 
of sluggish growth following the end of the global financial crisis. The hesitant and until 
recently, feeble economic and labor recovery has prompted questions on whether the United 
States has entered a structural downshift in its growth potential; only time will tell. looking 
out over the next 12-18 months our optimism around a cyclical rebound is anchored around; 
(a) a continued robust expansion of the labor market and with it an increase in consumer 
spending, especially if low gasoline prices persist; (b) vigor in the major cyclical drivers of 
growth – technology, energy (which may experience temporary weakness), healthcare, and 
housing and; (c) a long-awaited acceleration in corporate spending.

Our optimism is, however, tempered by both internal and external constraints that may 
act as a governor on this cyclical rebound. Internally, growth may taper off if consumer 
spending remains sluggish. despite significant deleveraging since the end of the last 
recession, until recently a sluggish job market recovery and subdued income and wage 
growth have presented significant barriers to more robust spending. Households remain 
somewhat cautious even five years after the end of the recession and have been reticent to 
over-extend. As a result, consumption has remained within the bounds of income growth. 
Subsequently, personal consumption growth is unlikely to reach the 4% to 5% levels of the 
last two business cycles and may deprive the U.S. economy of a powerful source of escape 
velocity. Externally, a weak stop-start recovery in the Eurozone, uncertainty around Japan’s 
growth outlook combined with mounting geo-political risks (Ukraine, the rise of the Islamic 
State, to name a few) may also keep escape velocity moderate and limited. Thus, while the base 
case for the U.S. economy is cautiously optimistic and indeed represents a bright spot across an 
otherwise underwhelming global economic growth story, it is tempered by constraints that may 
prevent the U.S. economy from attaining escape velocity for a sustained period. 

The implications of such a scenario on monetary policy are complex. On one hand the 
Federal Reserve (the Fed) will likely move forward on its rate normalization process as it 
continues to see improvement in high-frequency economic indicators. On the other hand, 
it has stated its desire to keep monetary policy accommodative given the uncertainty 
around the economic outlook. The tension between short-term economic confidence 
and longer-term ambiguity may prevent the Treasury yield curve from rapid steepening, in 
effect prolonging the period of monetary accommodation. An outcome of a gradual and 
modest increase in short-term rates offset by little movement on the longer end of the yield 
curve would fit in very nicely with the Fed’s language of keeping monetary accommodation 
in place well after it begins its process of rate normalization. 

Despite significant Deleveraging since the enD of the last 

recession, until recently a sluggish job market recovery 

anD subDueD income anD wage growth have presenteD 

significant barriers to more robust consumer spenDing.
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An environment where the economy grows at its best pace since the global financial 
crisis yet long-term interest rates stay range bound will be the “Goldilocks” scenario for 
investors. we believe risk assets will benefit from a combination of growth and monetary 
accommodation in such an environment, although the weakening of the forces of Fed 
asset reflation dynamics may lead to price corrections in asset classes that have had very 
strong rallies.

lAbor mArket will drive recovery - A key factor underpinning the cyclical 
rebound is continued strength in the labor market. Job growth in 2014 has averaged well 
over 200,000 per month with jobless claims now consistent with cyclical lows. If the current 
pace of job creation continues, the United States should generate more than 2.5 million 
new jobs in 2015 pushing down the unemployment rate and bringing the number of new 
jobs created since the global financial crisis to over 12.5 million by the end of next year. A 
strong labor market should continue to support both the consumer and business segments 
of the economy – whether rising real wages will eventually result from the tightening labor 
market remains to be seen and to some extent will be driven by the labor force participation 
rate. Currently it is at its lowest level since 1978, with it being unclear whether the decline 
is primarily cyclical or structural.

Technology, Healthcare and Housing Will 
Drive Economic and Job Growth
The rebound in the labor markets reflects the important role that the technology, energy, 
healthcare and housing – related industries have played in this economic recovery. 

technology: Industries related to technology have emerged as a key driver behind the 
current U.S. expansion and gains in labor productivity. Since the dot.com era’s boom and bust 
cycle, the technology sector has emerged as a significant source of income and employment 
in the United States. Although it is too early to predict the long-term structural impact of 
technology on the economy, the cyclical impact on the economy has been profound. In terms 
of employment, the technology sector is forecast to add 9.1% of all new jobs between 2013-
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2020, with a seven-year cumulative gross rate of 14%, greater than the 10.2% forecast for the 
overall job market.1 Geographically, technology–oriented employment has historically been 
strongest in the creative enclaves up and down the west coast, education strongholds such as 
Boston and the Research Triangle in north Carolina, the government research centers in the 
Mid-Atlantic, and historic hubs of computer and software development.

The net secular impact of technology on the economy is still being understood given the rapid 
pace and breadth of development. In a broad economic sense, the inherent creative destruction 
elements of the information technology revolution are likely contributing to the growing 
inequality of household income and wealth, and thus create longer term policy uncertainty 
risks. However, from a commercial real estate perspective, it is evident that technology-related 
industries are creating new, high-paying jobs and demanding an increasing amount of space. 
Technology is becoming an ever-present construct in both consumer and business spending 
and is increasingly a source of disruptive innovation for retailers. Although technology-related 
industries account for just 6.4% of overall payroll employment, the share is growing as is its 
impact on both the economy and commercial real estate. High-tech industries have a healthy 
multiplier effect for ancillary services, provide high-paying jobs and generate significant long-
term demand for commercial real estate across all property types. 

energy: One of the most significant cyclical contributors to the U.S. economy this cycle 
has been the energy/commodity complex. Although advances in oil exploration technology, (for 
example fracking), has drawn global attention, the fact is that the U.S. is now one of the largest 
producers of all forms of energy globally. Analysis by the U.S. Energy Information Agency suggests 
that growing domestic production of natural gas and crude oil has reshaped the economy with 
crude oil production approaching the historical high achieved in 1970 of 9.6 million barrels per 
day. Although production in domestic crude oil is expected to level off and slowly decline after 
2020, natural gas production is forecast to increase by nearly 60% by 2020. while the long-
term outlook for energy in the United States remains very constructive, the recent weakness 
in global prices may lead to this sector experiencing near term volatility. This weakness may 
reduce the strong positive impact of energy on the U.S. economy in the short-term. 

heAlthcAre: One of the most significant cyclical contributors to the U.S. economy 
this cycle has been the healthcare and social assistance industry. The aging of the baby 
boomers, the continuing widening of the income inequality gap, the vast number of long-
term unemployed workers and the Affordable Care Act has helped this industry to continue 
growing even during periods of an otherwise deteriorating job market. Over the period when 
the U.S. lost 8.7 million jobs, the healthcare and social assistance industry gained 716,000 
jobs. Since the U.S. employment base reached its nadir in early 2010, the healthcare and social 
assistance industry has added 1.2 million jobs, or 16% of all jobs gained in the U.S. In spite 
of the fact that the Affordable Care Act is expected to undermine industry growth over the 
short-term, and the fact that the number of unemployed workers is declining, future growth 
the healthcare and social assistance industry is expected to remain very strong. Through mid-
2016, job growth in the industry is forecasted to outpace total job growth by 0.6%, and 
comprise nearly 17% of all net new jobs.

houSing: The imbalances that developed in the housing market over the last decade 
have been largely worked through, and the supply of homes for sale is as tight as it has 
been since before the recession. Although the housing market has cooled amid moderately 
higher mortgage rates, a shortage of first time home buyers, reduced investor purchases, 
and still tight lending standards, fundamentals remain solid and support further home price 
appreciation over the next 12 to 24 months. This is especially true if the yield curve flattens 
as a result of a fairly well anchored long end of the Treasury curve.
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Underlying our optimism for housing is an improved pace of household formations, still 
favorable home affordability from a historical perspective, and an improving job market, 
which will help generate much needed wage growth. Meanwhile the lack of more 
meaningful increases in new single family home permitting and construction suggest that 
new deliveries may not be enough to meet demand going forward. Consequently home 
price appreciation may continue even with moderate increases in mortgage rates. This is a 
positive for home-owner equity and household wealth. 

Technology, energy/commodity, healthcare and housing industries have had an outsized impact 
on the labor market and MSAs with an outsized exposure to these industries have seen 
faster and stronger labor market recoveries since the global financial crisis. These industries 
have generated nearly 35% of all new jobs in the U.S. since the end of the recession. At the 
trough of the recession, these four industries represented 30% of all jobs in the United States.
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1-year 
Future Job 

Growth 
(caGR) Rank

Austin TX 898.2 Recovered 7 5

Baltimore MD 1,356.0 Recovered 9 13

Boston MA 1,165.3 Recovered 24 27

Charlotte NC 901.0 Recovered 21 17

Columbus OH 982.4 Recovered 23 23

Dallas TX 2,266.8 Recovered 3 6

Denver CO 1,336.6 Recovered 6 10

Durham NC 290.0 Recovered 28 22

Ft. Worth TX 946.1 Recovered 8 4

Houston TX 2,898.6 Recovered 1 2

Louisville KY 638.0 Recovered 26 19

Minneapolis MN 1,821.3 Recovered 15 29

Nashville TN 829.4 Recovered 20 15

Nassau-Suffolk NY  
(Long Island) 1,298.4 Recovered 19 11

New York NY 5,523.0 Recovered 2 24

Raleigh NC 563.7 Recovered 25 3

Richmond VA 646.2 Recovered 27 26

Salt Lake City UT 683.3 Recovered 22 1

San Antonio TX 928.0 Recovered 10 14

San Francisco CA 1,106.4 Recovered 16 16

San Jose CA 986.6 Recovered 17 21

Trenton NJ 252.4 Recovered 29 25

Washington DC 3,094.0 Recovered 5 28

laboR maRkEt REcovERy cyclE and FoREcaSt

Source: Moody’s Analytics, Principal Global Investors Real Estate Research, October 2014



corporAte expenditure AccelerAteS - The missing link in this economic cycle 
has been the lack of corporate expenditure, particularly on capital goods. despite record 
profits and more flexible balance sheets, corporate America has been reluctant to expand, 
preferring instead to reconfigure their capital structure or focus on merger and acquisition 
opportunities. This has resulted in real fixed investment levels that are only 4% above their 
pre-recessionary peak. Contrast that figure with the average post war-recovery level of 
20% above previous peak at this stage. But there are finally signs that capital spending is 
beginning a cyclical upswing as corporate CFOs become more confident around the economy.

Increased confidence is starting to translate into more robust and broad-based spending. 
Recent releases have shown an acceleration in fixed investment, which had languished 
following a strong rebound following the end of the recession. Purchases of capital and 
transportation equipment have showed strength since underlying fundamentals are 
starting to bolster domestic demand.  Improvements in the job and housing markets are 
now setting the stage for a healthier consumer recovery.  Corporations are also realizing the 
need to expand revenue streams in order to maintain profitability and market valuations.

Capital markets remain favorable for business investment. Borrowing costs remain low, 
bond buyers are plentiful given the global search for yield, and banks have strong lending 
capacity. Bank balance sheets are bloated with reserves and financial institutions are eager 
to put that capital to work. At this stage in the recovery, small and mid-sized businesses 
are also finding it easier to borrow, something that could not be said earlier in the recovery 
amid weak sales and depressed sentiment.

reiterAting our bASe cASe – The cyclical drivers outlined above suggest that 
there is enough momentum in the United States to at least temporarily achieve a period 
of above-average economic growth in 2015. The lingering weakness in the consumer 
sector, partially due to consumer reluctance to re-leverage and convert that firepower into 
higher levels of spending, and increasing signs of stress in the Eurozone raises a question 
mark around the sustainability of this recovery which makes it important for investors to 
welcome the growth but prepare for uncertainty.
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chApter 2

Capital Markets: 
“Extra Innings” for  
Asset Reflation
OUR BASE CASE ECOnOMIC OUTlOOk HAS COMPlEx IMPlICATIOnS FOR MOnETARy 
POlICy And CAPITAl MARkETS. The past five years have seen global investors benefit 
immensely from the remarkable period of monetary policy accommodation put in place 
by the Fed and other leading central banks. Commercial real estate investors have been 
no exception with asset reflation in major gateway markets helping push values past their 
pre-global financial crisis peaks in some instances. In 2014, instead of interest rates rising 
to reflect an ending of the Fed’s quantitative easing program, long-dated Treasury yields 
have actually fallen. The decline in Treasury yields is likely due to a mixture of geopolitical, 
technical and fundamental factors, but the latter has perhaps been the most significant 
contributor given excess global savings and weaker than expected global economic growth. 
The looming question as we look forward over the next year is if interest rates will rise in 2015? 

To a large extent rate increases will depend on whether highly accommodative monetary 
policy around the world is able to generate consistent economic growth, or whether many 
central banks will feel the need to carry easy monetary policy into extra time.  In our base 
economic case, as described, the outlook calls for higher cyclical U.S. economic growth 
in 2015 though tempered by lingering concerns around consumer spending, a stuttering 
recovery in the Eurozone, and slow economic growth in a number of emerging markets. This 
tension between short-term optimism but lingering longer-term concerns may be enough 
to hold down yields on longer-dated bonds even as the Fed begins to tighten short-term 
rates. In essence, we could very well envision a modest flattening of the yield curve that 
fulfills the Fed’s desire to start normalizing its monetary policy, but keep accommodation in 
place to support the economy. 

This is a very important point for risk investors since it would suggest that higher short-term 
rates may not lead to a material increase in long-term Treasury rates. How likely is this to 
happen? As of mid-fourth quarter 2014, the Fed Funds forward rate indicated a mid-2015 
start to policy normalization. However, there is no similar expectation being priced in the 
forward 10-year Treasury yield curve. As 2014 has unfolded, the market’s outlook for the 
gap between lIBOR and 10-year Treasury rates has narrowed. Currently the gap between 
the two is about 225 basis points (bps) and of course was even higher at the start of the 
year when the 10-year Treasury rate was 3%. But by end of 2017 the market projects the 
gap will have narrowed to about 75 bps. The evidence from the Treasury Inflation-Protected 
Securities (TIPS) market also suggests little inflationary concern among investors. Thus data 

to a large extent rate increases will DepenD on whether highly 

accommoDative monetary policy arounD the worlD is able to generate 

consistent economic growth, or whether many central banks will 

feel the neeD to carry easy monetary policy into extra time. 
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The changing expectations about the forward shape of the Treasury curve is shown 
below. As can be seen, as 2014 has unfolded the bond market has increasing anticipated a 
flattening of the Treasury yield curve. Importantly, most of the flattening is due to a view 
that short rates will rise much more quickly than long rates.

So what does this mean for commercial real estate investors? A modest flattening of the 
yield curve would not be altogether detrimental. If 10-year Treasury yields remain relatively 
well anchored, cap rates should generally remain near current levels as values remain stable. 
In some markets where there is a larger spread over the risk-free rate there is potential for 
addition compression. Higher lIBOR rates would probably lead borrowers to migrate from 
floating to fixed-rate strategies to take advantage of curve flattening. Another way to look 
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at it is if the interest rate environment does not change materially, real estate investors 
will be provided an “extra innings” of asset reflation. For real estate equity investors a 
flatter yield curve may persuade investors to accept reduced risk-premia when making 
investment decisions.

A flatter yield curve along with improvements in space market fundamentals may embolden 
both debt and equity investors to move up the risk curve; either into secondary markets or 
higher-leverage postures. An increasing number of new development projects will likely get 
penciled in, reflecting improved risk appetite. But given the degree of uncertainty around 
the trajectory of interest rates, investors should use prudent capital market assumptions  
in their underwriting, even though capital market tailwinds may have been pushed into 
extra innings. 
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chApter 3 

Space Market Fundamentals 
Move into High Gear
THE STROnG ECOnOMIC OUTlOOk AlOnG wITH A FAIRly SAnGUInE InTEREST-RATE 
EnvIROnMEnT SETS THE STAGE FOR HEAlTHy dEMAnd FOR COMMERCIAl REAl ESTATE 
OvER THE nExT 12 TO 24 MOnTHS. After a lackluster recovery (with the exception of 
multifamily properties), conditions are in place for a healthy increase in tenant demand. 
Shadow vacancy levels have mostly burned off and tenants are increasingly looking to 
move up the quality curve and supply remains relatively constrained though an increasing 
number of developers are sharpening their pencils in anticipation of further improvements 
in fundamentals. 

demand is likely to be strongest for the office and industrial property types, which should 
be well positioned to outperform from a net operating income (nOI) basis over the next 12-
24 months. In the office sector, rents are beginning to climb sharply as leases signed during 
the earlier stages of recovery from the global financial crisis begin to roll and landlords start 
to take advantage of strengthening demand. In the industrial property type, modern big 
boxes with state-of-the-art distribution facilities are garnering a significant premium from 
a new breed of e-commerce tenants. 

Multifamily properties, the favorite amongst investors in this cycle, are starting to face 
some headwinds from a growing supply pipeline as well as from pricing that has not only 
exceeded replacement costs in many markets, but is also well above 2007 peak pricing levels 
at a national level. Though the long-term outlook for the property type is bright, multifamily 
is likely to be challenged in the short-term. The story in retail is one of two worlds – with 
high-end retailers and discounters flourishing as traditional mid-tier retailers increasingly 
squeezed. To a large extent the retail landscape reflects the shape of this economic 
recovery where high-income households have performed well even as average real wages 
have stagnated. The lodging sector’s demand driver is the economy – if consumers and 
businesses do well, typically so does this property type. with our base case calling for a 
relatively strong year of economic growth in 2015 demand for lodging from leisure and 
business travelers should stay strong while new hotel supply remains constrained.

The next couple of years should therefore be marked by a transition from a capital market 
led recovery to one led by space-market demand. However, not all property types will fare 
equally and variances in nOI growth will manifest themselves as the cycle progresses and 
new supply comes to market. 

DemanD is likely to be strongest for the office anD inDustrial 
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Office: Leading the Pack
The office sector appears to be at an inflection point since demand, occupancy and rent 
growth are poised to accelerate.  Increases in operating income and relatively full pricing 
on core office properties in gateway markets has also provided the impetus for a new 
development cycle; as has the desire for many corporate occupiers to seek out newer 
flexible office-space layouts and working arrangements. From a capital markets perspective, 
gateway markets are likely to be most exposed to a shift in monetary policy and will become 
more difficult to navigate. Investors keen on gateway markets will need to sharpen their 
focus and look for submarkets where improvements in fundamentals can outperform 
pricing, such as suburban markets in or near the urban core.  Secondary markets provide 
another strategy, as many have seen economic and property performance outpace their 
pricing, leaving room for both income and appreciation returns as the market continues 
to tighten.

The office sector is at the beginning of a new construction cycle, but not necessarily one 
that will result in excessive supply.  The dearth of capital during the depths of the last 
recession coupled with the precipitous declines in both prices and office rents has kept 
the construction pipeline largely dormant.  But the capital spigot for office construction is 
beginning to reopen with rents and prices recovering, although non-recourse construction 
financing is not available and some banks are unwilling to finance speculative office 
construction at all, even with recourse provisions and meaningful equity. Still several 
markets are now seeing pipelines come to life and 2015 will see the most significant 
additions to office stock of this cycle to date.  while completions rates nationally remain 
well below historical trend, a few markets are expected to see supply equal or exceed 
historical trend in over the next two years.

Pipelines in Boston, dallas, Houston, new york, San Francisco and San Jose are already 
scheduled to experience significant additions to existing stock over the next 18 months 
based on projects underway.  In Boston, San Francisco and new york, the strong pace of 
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construction is justified both by current pricing and fundamentals and by the need to relieve 
pent-up demand for more modern and efficient office space to meet ever-changing tenant 
specifications. In addition, new york is seeing a major change in the industry base driving 
office absorption, with the technology industry playing a major role, shifting the office 
epicenter south and west in Manhattan. The story is different, however, in Texas where 
both dallas and Houston are prone to overbuilding as cycles mature and where investor 
sub-market selection will become very important. Fortunately, a significant amount of the 
new office pipeline in Houston is pre-leased as energy companies have absorbed large 
blocks of space. 

The new development cycle is being shaped by more than just supply and demand 
fundamentals, however, because its underpinnings are also rooted in changes in both 
the way occupiers use office space and technology.  Though high-tech industries are a 

driving force of economic growth through productivity 
enhancements and the high-paying jobs they create, 
they are also an increasingly integral part of the 
modern office.  Occupiers in non-high-tech industries 
are increasingly leveraging technology and employing 
more IT-related staff to support operations. Changes 
in technology are also contributing to decreased office 
absorption in some sectors, for examples law firms 
whose space needs are shrinking due to increasing 
usage of electronic law libraries and in general a 
heightened focus on expense management.

Though space densification remains a concern, 
aspirations to reduce the effective square foot per 
work among occupiers remain just that. Corporate 
occupiers remain concerned about retaining talent and 
much of the transition toward smaller personal work 
spaces are being compensated by larger common areas 
and more meeting rooms. while the shift in occupier 
philosophy will likely have some impact on demand, it 
is far from a doomsday scenario. 

Over the next year, the office market will remain on 
solid ground. An improving job market will continue 
to support growth in demand.  Although operating 
income and cash flows will also grow, pricing will 

provide the primary headwind over the next year. In gateway markets spread stability or 
further compression will be required to support stabilized pricing thereby presenting a 
downside risk to investors.  Secondary markets with solid job growth and fundamentals 
should be explored along with suburban markets with spillover potential as increases in 
lease rates push the more cost-conscious occupiers outward from the urban core.  
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Industrial: E-commerce driving growth
Industrial sector performance has been very strong in recent quarters as tenant demand 
and investment activity return to historical norms, signaling a healthy market.  At the same 
time, perhaps more than any other property type, industrial is benefitting from secular 
change.  demand for warehouse space is being driven by increasing global trade and cost 
advantages that are causing many manufacturers to re-shore production and the continued 
expansion of e-commerce, which continues to disrupt the traditional interplay between 
retail and industrial properties. 

The current cycle has witnessed one of the most significant changes occurring in the 
industrial sector –the blurring of lines between retail and distribution, which is lifting 
demand for modern warehouse space. The rapid advance of e-commerce fueling 
commitment to same-day delivery services from large retailers such as Amazon and wal-
Mart is pushing the integration of retail and warehousing. This integration is increasing 
demand for space that meets the new needs of fulfillment centers causing some degree 
of functional obsolescence. The biggest beneficiary of e-commerce tenants are big-bay 
distribution centers, which can meet the large fulfilment needs of these demanding 
occupiers. nearly one-third of all big box demand and 12% of new industrial construction 
is e-commerce related, showing how the industrial sector is being transformed. Going 
forward, retailers and manufacturers will continue to look to shorten the supply chain 
through e-commerce distribution networks, using fulfillment centers located in urban infill 
locations to serve customers more efficiently.

Another important, but often overlooked part of the market is the smaller warehouse 
(or light industrial) segment, or those under 100,000 square feet. despite the focus on big-
box warehouses, which are now the standard bearer for “class A” industrial space, these assets 
comprise the largest segment of the market, representing 50% of all rentable stock.  Historically, 
smaller warehouses have performed well, particularly older assets located in in-fill locations, 
which tend to serve consumers in densely populated urban areas as well as small businesses. 
Though small warehouses tend to suffer during recessions and have thus underperformed 
from a nOI growth perspective, they can offer solid revenue since their nominal rents tend 
to be higher and vacancies lower.  As the cycle matures, these smaller warehouses are 
becoming comparatively more attractive as landlords begin to escape roll-downs from the 
top of the last rent cycle and demand heats up.
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Multi-family: Headwinds from supply
while office and industrial are poised to see strong demand tailwinds, multi-family may 
face headwinds that stem from new supply and pricing in excess of replacement costs 
in many markets. Unprecedented demand in the multifamily market has driven vacancy 
rates to historically low levels. Rent growth has been strong, and capital has been readily 
available for financing and new development. In some markets, multifamily rents have 
reached levels that make ownership of a single-family home more attractive than renting.  
Strong rental growth has also prompted a large amount of new supply, which is affecting 
not only occupancy rates, but also rent growth because landlords are now competing for 
tenants in some markets. An additional challenge is the escalation in land and materials 
pricing as well as labor shortages, which have started to drive up construction costs. 

The multifamily market is also likely to undergo meaningful transformation in the coming 
years with the last of the millennial generation entering the workforce and forming 
households. while this will continue to drive demand for multifamily properties, this 
group seems to favor urban locations with live-work-play amenities. In order for this 
demand to be sustained, there needs to be continued job and income growth in this age 
cohort specifically, which will allow “uncoupling” from roommate situations and generate 
additional household formation and thereby multifamily demand. 

The move towards in-fill, “24/7” lifestyle will be led not only by the millennial generation, 
but also by baby boomers. As this generation retires in increasing numbers, the empty nest 
syndrome could drive many to urban, in-fill locations. If millennials chose to stay in urban 
locations, the addition of the baby boomers will not only sustain, but increase pricing 
premia on core properties. Given the run up in rents, opportunities may also be found in 
“B+” properties in “A” locations with active asset refurbishment strategies. A lower-cost 
alternative can be an attractive strategy in an economic environment where real wage 
growth remains stagnant. 

Another element impacting some of the gateway markets that have seen both strong job 
growth and high levels of demand for housing has been the lack of affordable housing for 
workers in middle and lower management ranks. while there has been as noted above a 
strong overall supply response to low vacancy rates in the multifamily sector, a substantial 
share of the new supply in certain gateway markets has been luxury apartments, which has 
tended to price out a number of prospective renters. The development of micro-apartments 
has begun in some markets, but the issue of sufficient stock of what might be considered 
affordable apartments is putting grassroots pressure on certain cities to reduce regulatory 
barriers to additional supply or even provide incentives to build more affordable housing.  

Investor appetite for multifamily properties has driven pricing well beyond replacement 
costs in many markets and core assets in gateway markets are trading at record levels. 
while the long-term demographic outlook for household formation is very positive, the 
current level of supply when combined with pricing is a challenging environment for 
investors seeking core properties. Given the economic and capital market outlook, investors 
may consider select build-to-core opportunities in markets that continue to show pricing 
variance from gateway markets yet offer strong growth prospects. 
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Retail: Recovery reflects economy
The retail property type is closely aligned with the general health of the U.S. economy 
with more than two-thirds of GdP comprising consumer spending, much of it in retail 
establishments.  In spite of healthy job gains this year and the re-achievement of prior peak 
employment levels in spring 2014, retail sales have been sluggish. The two primary reasons 
have been meager real wage growth and unwillingness on the part of the consumer sector 
to re-leverage despite very low interest rates and a return of the wealth effect. As a result, 
most consumers have remained modest spenders – cautious and selective – demonstrating 
why bargain/discount store formats continue to perform well post-recession.  Thrifty 
retailers like wal-Mart, TJ Maxx, and the “dollar” stores continue to do well. 

At the other end of the spectrum, luxury retailers such as Michael kors, west Elm, and william 
Sonoma have also been doing very well in the U.S. although there are some concerns on falling 
consumer demand in emerging markets and Europe. while high-end consumption may not 
be as prevalent now as it was in the early years of the last decade, top-earning households 
have experienced rising purchasing power relative to stagnant median wage earners.  As such, 
these families are still avid purchasers of luxury goods. located in high-end malls, entertainment 
districts, and high street shopping areas in major metropolitan areas, luxury retailers are thriving 
because of low substitution with other mediums such as outlet malls and ecommerce. luxury 
retailers are also benefiting from the flow of foreign tourism capital into the U.S., especially from 
the upper middle class of emerging markets, a number of whom have elected to diversify their 
asset base by acquiring residential property in the U.S., especially international-oriented markets 
like new york and Miami. As a result, net absorption in the form of new store openings has been 
quite strong in high street retail locations despite very high rental levels.   

In contrast, mid-market retailers – especially traditional department stores like JC Penney, 
Sears, and Macy’s in traditional malls -- are under performing and in some cases represent 
credit risks.  Along with generational shopping and socializing habits, e-commerce is a 
major reason for this. Although internet retail sales currently account for just 7% of retail 
sales (excluding autos), they have seen rapid growth.  From mid-2011 through mid-2014, 
ecommerce sales have increased by 58%, compared to just 11% for total non-auto retail 
sales. needless to say, online shopping is sapping a portion of sales from brick-and-mortar stores.
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Being a resilient bunch, however, retailers are looking at a variety of approaches to 
adjust to the increased competition from e-commerce.  Along with the development and 
enhancement of their own online presence, this includes trends by some merchants to 
smaller store formats that can be used as showrooms, as well as using existing store formats 
as quasi-distribution centers.  And, in fact, new retail construction is on the rise.  According 
to Reis, new supply from 2014 to 2016 is expected to outpace delivery of new space in the 
period between 2011 and 2013 by 70%, albeit off a relatively small base.

In order to navigate the pitfalls attributable to the vagaries and changing habits of the American 
shopper and the uncertainties around the economic recovery, Principal Global Investors Real 
Estate’s research suggests seeking well-located, neighborhood and community centers that 
are anchored by or include “thrifty” store formats as well as grocery-anchored retail centers 
rather than traditional department stores. In addition, investors should also consider retail 
tenants with omni-channel delivery systems and a strong online presence, thereby providing 
a better probability for long-term profitability. As a niche play, investments in established, 
high-street locations with luxury-goods tenants that have strong credit ratings and proven 
track records may also provide long-term growth and value, although high rents combined 
with low cap rates typically drive up such property prices to very high per square foot levels.

Lodging: Improved outlook
demand for lodging has historically been highly correlated with the economy (consumers 
and businesses spend more when confident) and even though the ongoing economic 
recovery has been much more sluggish than average, the nation’s hospitality industry has 
seen increases in both occupancy rates and room rents. Through third quarter 2014, average 
hotel occupancies had increased by 190 bps (nearly double the rise experienced in the same 
period last year), while average hotel room rates had improved by 4.1%, compared to 1.8% 
during the same 2013 period. However, the recent strength in the dollar and a slowing 
global economy could result in near-term slow down in tourism from foreign visitors.

In addition to, and partially as a result of these improvements in the space market 
fundamentals for lodging, capital markets conditions have also been very favorable.  
Improved financing from REITs and private-equity sources have helped provide the basis 
for the current robust investment environment in hotel properties.  According to data from 
RCA, more than U.S. $29 billion in hotel sales, comprising more than 850 properties had 
occurred in the first nine months of 2014 which is a 28% increase from the same period a 
year earlier, which has resulted in strong pricing in some markets.

The outlook for the U.S. lodging industry remains positive in 2015 with the economy forecast 
to stay strong.  RevPAR (revenue per available room) is projected to increase by nearly 8% 
over the two years ending in 2015 and occupancy is expected to increase by 190 bps to 
69.5% according to CoStar. not surprisingly, a strong supply response is emerging: after 
three years of supply growth below 1%, hotel construction is expected to pick up to the 
2% range by 2018. This is, however, still a far cry from the 3% supply growth experienced 
in 2008 and 2009. 

Accelerating demand, increasing but still-moderate supply, and large amounts of capital 
seeking investment makes for a favorable outlook for the lodging sector. Given the pricing 
of high-quality hotels, investors wishing to reap the benefit of a strong hospitality industry 
may wish to consider development or value-add/repositioning strategies. Information 
regarding the cost to build hotels, combined with average price-per-room data from Real 
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Capital Analytics suggests the timing may be appropriate for some investors to consider 
building hotels rather than purchasing them, especially for top performing core hotels. As 
shown in the graph, sales prices per room have been accelerating, while the cost to build 
a limited-service hotel has been growing slowly, averaging less than 4% in 2013, versus a 
121% pace of growth in average sales prices. 

There are increasing signs that a new, state-of-the-art hotel can be built for the same cost 
or less than an outright purchase. In addition, the fact that a newly built hotel will have 
no deferred maintenance or capital expenditures, may increase the likelihood of an even 
better profit margin. Of course, there are always risks in new construction, including the 
fact that the economy can change dramatically in the time it takes to deliver the product to 
market, plus the additional time for the asset to stabilize and provide return on investment. 
Investors need to consider not only underlying fundamentals, but also both macro- and 
micro-economic conditions as well locational factors when determining the most feasible 
development projects.

concluSionS – An analysis of space-market demand fundamentals reveals meaningful 
variances in levels of equilibrium by property type. This is not surprising given the nature 
of the economic recovery that has provided strong demand momentum in the multifamily 
sector but until recently has been relatively lackluster in the office sector. However, our 
base case economic outlook suggests that 2015 and 2016 will be the office and industrial 
sector’s turn to shine as a fully recovered labor market finally starts to translate into 
meaningful tenant demand in these property types. As the space-market cycle starts to hit 
equilibrium an increasing set of opportunities will be found in “lease to core” and “build to 
core” especially in markets where core property prices have reached levels that are well in 
excess of both reproduction costs and prior peak.
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chApter 4 

Four Quadrant  
Review and Outlook
THE wEIGHT OF CAPITAl FlOwInG TO COMMERCIAl REAl ESTATE HAS UnSURPRISInGly 
FOUnd ITS wAy InTO EACH OF THE FOUR qUAdRAnTS, AS A RESUlT OF GROwInG 
AllOCATIOnS TO THE ASSET ClASS RAnGInG FROM RETAIl TO InSTITUTIOnAl InvESTORS, 
dOMESTIC And FOREIGn InvESTORS, And ACROSS THE EnTIRE RISk SPECTRUM FROM 
CORE TO OPPORTUnISTIC. However, while capital flows have been relatively strong to all 
quadrants, total return performance and volatility has been uneven, partially as a result 
of market uncertainty about the timing and magnitude of changes in monetary policy 
awaiting the U.S. in 2015 and beyond.

The U.S. publicly traded REIT market has exhibited the most volatility, having suffered sharp 
declines in the second half of 2013 due to qE3 tapering concerns as REITs began to exhibit 
a very high correlation with the Treasury market. That relationship has continued into 2014, 
with a strong rebound in REIT performance through the first eight months of the year as 
10-year Treasury rates unexpectedly declined. After a very poor September, REITs had a 
very strong October and broke through their May 2014 high. dividend yield spreads over 
Treasury rates are well above average, prices remain well below their 2013 high and price-
to-nAv is within a reasonable range. But price-to-earnings multiples remain well above 
average and REITs remain quite susceptible to potential upward movements in Treasury 
yields. However, concerns from a year ago that the downward correction in publicly traded 
REITs might be foreshadowing a similar correction in private equity real estate values have 
largely evaporated as there is little sign of upward pressure on cap rates.

The commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) market has had a strong rebound in 
issuance in the second half 2014, finally managing to pull ahead of 2013’s pace. However 
it does appear likely that private label CMBS issuance for full year 2014 will fall short 
of earlier analyst estimates of $100 billion; still, 2014 will likely be the strongest year of 
issuance in the post-GFC era. As has been the case in the broader bond markets, spreads 
on CMBS new issuance have widened from their tightest levels earlier in 2014, although 

bond investor demand has been strong and has managed to keep spreads fairly tight 
considering the wave of new issuance. Spreads have also gradually narrowed in during the 
course of 2014 for legacy CMBS bonds, part of the ongoing investor search for yield, with 
the credit curve flattening as investors move down in quality. That has been bolstered by 
improving fundamentals in CMBS special servicing and delinquency rates, the latter helped 
by surprisingly high on-time payoff rates on maturing CMBS loans. Perhaps the one area 
that has yet to improve much, however, is loss severity on loans or properties sold by special 
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servicers; many of these assets have been lower quality or tertiary in nature, areas that the 
weight of capital flowing to real estate has yet to fully reach. In general, the CMBS market 
is rotating away from a distressed quadrant to one that is offering more moderate yields, 
and as such is becoming more the province of traditional bond and asset-liability matching 
investors, with gradually diminishing interest from traditional total rate of return oriented 
real estate investors.

The private real estate debt quadrant continues to be one of intense lender competition, 
including the emergence of many local and regional banks becoming more active in senior 
secured lending, including providing much longer duration loans than typically associated 
with a bank and its shorter liability structure. This is likely a reflection of a large build-
up in the ratio of bank deposits to loans, with lenders seeing commercial real estate as 
one area with consistent borrower demand. Having said that, there is still only limited 
evidence of a systemic build-up of leverage in the real estate asset class, although the 
broader deleveraging dynamics in place since 2009 have recently taken a pause. Borrower 
demand for senior secured loans is greatest in the 7 – 10-year maturity range, as property 
owners take advantage of the low interest rate environment and flat credit curve to extend 
the average life of the liability side of their balance sheets. The high yield lending market 
also remains highly competitive, with spreads having come in materially over the past year. 
Fortunately, the construction lending market remains fairly disciplined, with very little if 
any availability of speculative office or industrial construction financing and continued 
requirements that equity funds the project before the construction loan funds. 

Capital continues to flow into private equity real estate, with total 2014 sales transactions 
likely to also reach a post-global financial crisis high, perhaps as much as $375 billion, 
depending upon the strength of fourth quarter transaction activity. Core open-end 
funds have begun to chip away at their inbound investor queues. However, such queues 
remain large in an absolute sense as a number of institutional investors have increased 
their allocations to real estate and a number of open end funds gradually expand their 
product offerings to the defined contribution market, especially target date funds.  Strong 
investor appetite, improving space market fundamentals, low interest rates and lack of any 
discernible upward pressure on cap rates have kept real estate price appreciation improving 
steadily. Appraisal-based indices are nearing their previous peak and repeat sales indices 
show that a number of sectors are already well above previous highs. Those same repeat 
sales indices do however, show a wide variation in price recovery, with national suburban 
office prices badly trailing major market multifamily and central business district office, 
as the weight and pricing of capital in the private quadrant remains unevenly distributed. 
Pricing is beginning to look stretched in some property type-geographic sectors, as very low 
initial and exit cap rates applied to strong rent growth drives prices well above reproduction 
costs for highly sought after core assets. However, unlike 2006 – 2008, the surge in real 
estate prices is not being driven by a systemic increase in leverage, but rather by the 
ongoing forces of Fed-driven asset reflation.
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chApter 5 

Portfolio strategy 
recommendations by 
Economic Scenario
HOw SHOUld InvESTORS TRy TO TAkE AdvAnTAGE OF THE ECOnOMIC, CAPITAl-
MARkET And SPACE-MARkET FUndAMEnTAlS In 2015? This section provides investors 
a suite of quadrant-specific investment strategies to consider based on the outlook for 
risk-adjusted total returns. In recommending four-quadrant strategies, Principal Global 
Investors Real Estate’s research provides for three underlying economic scenarios with the 
acknowledgement that while there is a strong degree of confidence around the base case, 
other outcomes are clearly possible, especially given divergent global economies and central 
bank policies.  To recognize and prepare for alternatives, the following recommendations 
therefore address three different U.S. economic scenarios – base case, downside and upside. 
Overall, as we look out at the economic, capital markets and real estate landscape over the 
next 12 to 24 months, given the strong run-up in real estate values as a result of capital market 
tailwinds in our view, it does appear that the investment outlook is modestly asymmetric with 
upside risk more limited than downside risk. That is partially due to the turning point of 
monetary policy in the U.S. but also due to geopolitical risks and unknowns about both the 
Eurozone and emerging market growth, especially China.
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Economic Base Case: cyclical ~ 3% real 
GDP growth (60% probability) 
Our economic base case scenario leads to a constructive outcome for commercial real 
estate for both debt and equity investors. A relatively benign capital-markets environment 
combined with strong nOI growth may create a “Goldilocks” scenario for CRE investors. 
Following are key assumptions behind the base case:

•  Over 2 million new jobs created in 2015 but wage growth restrained and labor force 
participation rates stay flat; unemployment rate falls to the 5.5% range

FoUR QUadRant REcommEndation matRix 
by Economic ScEnaRio

private Equity public Equity public debt private debt

Core Value-Add Opportunistic New 
Issue Legacy Senior High Yield

Base Case*

Downside**

Upside*** 

 Overweight

 Neutralweight 
  Underweight 

* Broader converegence of outcomes

** Greater volatility in risk premia 

*** Stronger growth may not lead to stronger performance



•  Global forces keep pressure on 10-year U.S. Treasury  yields which may not exceed 3.25%-
3.5% for the remainder of the current business cycle 

•  Monetary policy undergoes a slight tightening but remains highly accommodative from a 
historical perspective with Fed testing the market by pushing up short-term (Fed Funds) 
rate in second quarter 2015; this pushes lIBOR to about .70% to .75% by end of 2015, 
with a modest flattening of the Treasury yield curve

•  Eurozone recovery is start-and-stop despite actions of the European Central Bank; growth 
stays very slow and unemployment high, keeping inflation well below target levels

•  China’s new normal keeps growth in a 6% to 7% range; plenty of infrastructure still 
needed, leadership is initiating needed reform, but real results are unknown 

•  Emerging market headwinds continue, with the most progress made by those emerging 
markets undertaking structural reform and with strong export links to the U.S.

•  Prime Minister Abe receives adequate support in snap polls in Japan to keep reforms on 
track and bond yields contained

Four-Quadrant Real Estate  
Strategy Recommendations
Our base case will likely see a convergence of risk/reward profiles in an environment where 
investors can tolerate lower risk-premia requirements and underwrite tighter spreads to 
risk-free and stable-to-lower cap rates (i.e. accept lower returns). Our four quadrant strategy 
is modestly biased towards value-add private real estate equity (focused on stronger job 
growth markets) and subordinate debt (focused on markets still in early stages of recovery) 
as a proxy for “growth.” By property type we favor office and industrial as well as luxury 
or high-end oriented retail to deliver above-average nOI growth. Moderately leveraged 
core real estate should also perform reasonably well given the likelihood of limited upward 
pressure on cap rates and low interest rates.

overweight: privAte equity reAl eStAte And SubordinAte debt  
The following is a summary of the investment themes for the four quadrants of U.S. 
commercial real estate. 

public equity (u.S. reitS)/neutrAl weight
•  Neutral-weight at current values (MSCI at ~1,100) since U.S. REITs are trading at a 

premium to nAv
•  Share prices remain sensitive to even modest interest rate changes because of the high 

cost of legacy debt and refinancing assumptions already factored in

public debt (cmbS)/neutrAl weight
•  Legacy debt is fairly attractive given moderately wide spreads and exposure to non-major 

markets
•  New issue BBB-/BB bonds are interesting under a lower interest-rate scenario as risk 

premia may tighten
•  Interest-rate volatility may be somewhat offset by improving credit trends

privAte debt (mortgAgeS)/overweight
•  Leveraged loans (subordinate/mezzanine debt) in non-gateway markets should benefit 

(among the most preferred strategies)  in the base case economic scenario, but a flat 
mortgage credit curve may weigh on the opportunity set

•  Lower cost of capital will add another layer of competition to subordinate debt
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•  Emergence of various local and regional banks as competitors on senior secured debt are 
likely to keep spreads fairly narrow, although still offering a premium to equivalently-
rated corporate bonds  

privAte equity/overweight
•  Among the most preferred quadrants with emphasis on value-add and selective “build-

to-core” strategies
•  Potential for lower interest rates and lingering capital markets tailwinds may boost 

appreciation and encourage higher-leverage strategies
•  Improving NOI growth should provide additional support to “build-to-core” and “lease-

to-core” strategies, especially where return on costs provide a strong spread over cap rates 

Economic Downside Case: real GDP 
growth declines to ~2% (30% probability)
Our downside- case scenario is a negative for private real estate equity quadrants, while 
select debt strategies are likely to outperform since the potential economic slowdown and 
the resultant moderation of the Fed’s tightening may not be enough to offset anxiety over 
slowing nOI growth. Following are key assumptions behind the downside case:
•  Long-anticipated pickup in economic growth and emergence of pent-up consumer 

spending  never happens either (a) because of internally driven lapse of confidence and 
a resurgence of policy uncertainty following interim elections or (b) exogenous reasons, 
including increased geopolitical issues 

•  Consumer and business confidence stay flat; unemployment rate stalls at 5.75% to 6%
•  Germany falls into recession derailing the Eurozone recovery; the European Central Bank 

engages in full-scale quantitative easing in early-2015 but inflation stays below 1%
•  U.S. real estate recovery slows as questions arise about potential U.S. growth; stock 

market drops 15% or more, undermining the wealth effect; global stocks correct
•  Ten-year U.S. Treasury yields drop on growth concerns, possibly to or below 2%; Fed ends 

qE but maintains near-zero interest rate policy through 2015

Four-Quadrant Real Estate  
Strategy Recommendations
An economic slowdown is likely to cause investors to re-assess their risk/return expectations 
and demand higher-risk premia from commercial real estate. Even though the Fed is likely 
to pause in its rate normalization process, investors worried about slower growth and hence 
sluggish nOI would likely push for higher spreads to risk-free rates. while cap rates might 
not rise, expectations of earnings growth likely would decline, potentially leading to a 
moderate price correction in private real estate. Investors are also likely to stay more tightly 
bound to core strategies and locations leading to a widening of prices and opportunities 
between core and non-core. Our four-quadrant strategy is modestly biased towards debt 
as a proxy for “defense” under this scenario. Investors should consider raising exposure to 
multifamily (which may continue to benefit from a weaker single family housing market) 
and (grocery anchored) retail properties to protect any downside nOI movement. 
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overweight: privAte debt And new iSSue cmbS (eArlier vintAgeS)
The following is a summary of the investment themes for the four quadrants of U.S. 
commercial real estate. 

public equity (u.S. reitS)/neutrAl weight
•  Neutral-weight as investors factor in  slowing NOI growth, but somewhat offset by low 

interest and refinancing rates 
•  The “growth” case for supporting extended valuations will become less compelling

public debt (cmbS)/overweight/neutrAl weight
•  Select legacy CMBS are attractive given wide risk premia which offer good downside 

support, especially if there is sufficient subordination to absorb a possible moderate real 
estate price correction

•  New issue (earlier vintages exposed to better-performing markets) are likely to perform 
well given longer durations and lower interest rates

privAte debt (mortgAgeS)/overweight
•  Overweight as investors will seek safety in senior debt tranches preserving values
•  Dollar cost average into subordinate debt, which could see spreads rise and would provide 

a defensive alternative to private real estate equity
•  Leveraged loans (engineered subordinate debt) should benefit from substantial equity 

cushion

privAte equity/neutrAl weight
•  Levered core is likely to remain attractive as investors seek safety in gateway markets and 

core properties while value-add and opportunistic strategies are likely to underperform 
as lease-up strategies become more challenging to execute 

•  Debt mark-to-market is likely to be a negative for borrowers with fixed rate mortgages 
with long duration 

•  Focus on preserving NOI growth for “defensive” reasons

Economic Upside Case: 3.5% + real  
GDP growth (10% probability)
Our economic upside case scenario is modestly more constructive for commercial real 
estate for both debt and equity investors than our base case, except for publicly traded 
REITs which would likely underperform. Relatively stronger nOI growth assumptions may 
be offset by faster-than-expected monetary tightening and become concerning to real 
estate investors. Following are key assumptions behind the upside case:
•  The U.S. economy enters a late-cycle virtuous circle of expanding job growth, accelerating 

wages and salaries, the emergence of even more pent-up demand and stronger profits 
even as profit margins soften a bit with higher wages

•  The U.S. labor market adds more than 2.5 million new jobs and the Fed not only ends its 
zero interest rate policy in early (first quarter) 2015 but also hikes Fed Funds rates more 
aggressively. yields on 10-year Treasury rates rise substantially as the yield curve does not 
flatten but remains fairly steep 

•  The Housing market is robust and personal consumption reaches historical levels
•  The periphery of the Eurozone stabilizes; liberalization spurs growth to 1.5% in 2014; 
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unemployment falls into the single digits in the Eurozone
•  Prime Minister Abe wins overwhelming support in snap polls and pushes through next 

phase of consumption taxes and nikkei soars
•  Emerging markets surprise on the upside, lifting commodity prices globally which adds to 

inflation concerns and reinforces upward pressure on 10-year Treasury yields

Four-Quadrant Real Estate Strategy 
Recommendations
Investors emboldened by the increased positive outlook on the economy are likely to 
increase their risk tolerance which could manifest itself  in a couple of ways: (a) lower risk 
premia requirements and tighter spreads to risk-free and; (b) increased use of leverage, but 
scramble to lock in long rates before Treasuries go much higher, and greater appetite for 
non-core markets. Our four quadrant strategy in the economic upside scenario is biased 
towards equity as a proxy for “growth” and views leverage as accretive. Investors can also 
consider raising exposure to non-core, high-quality markets and we favor the office and 
industrial property types to deliver above-average nOI growth. 

overweight: privAte equity reAl eStAte vAlue-Add And 
opportuniStic inveStmentS 
The following is a summary of the investment themes for the four quadrants of U.S. 
commercial real estate. 

public equity (u.S. reitS)/underweight
•  Least preferred since a stronger economic outlook would likely lead to upward movement 

in the long end (if not an actual steepening) of the Treasury yield curve 
•  Stronger growth outlook unlikely to offset market expectations of a quicker than 

anticipated normalization of monetary policy 
•  Current pricing levels do not factor for sharply higher interest rates, thus making REITs 

vulnerable to rapid price correction; market drives REIT prices down in an attempt to 
maintain dividend yield spread over rising 10-year Treasury rates

•  REIT underweight could be temporary, with significant correction (say 15% – 20%) 
representing a “buy” on the dip opportunity later in 2015

public debt (cmbS)/neutrAlweight
•  Legacy CMBS (AJ/AA) and even tranches of lower quality should perform well, given an 

improving economy and sensitivity to non-major markets (which should recover nicely 
under this scenario). Higher rates will limit total return potential, but impact will be 
muted by shorter durations 

•  New issue (long-duration bonds) are likely to underperform as the yield curve steepens
•  Improving fundamentals as delinquency and special servicing rates continue to decline
•  Interest rate volatility may be somewhat offset by improving credit trends, assuming loss 

severities on delinquent loans begin to ease as the economy accelerates

privAte debt (mortgAgeS)/neutrAl weight
•  Asset/liability matching oriented investors will benefit from dollar cost averaging into a 

higher fixed mortgage interest rate market
•  Although floating-rate mezzanine debt could offer some interesting opportunities given 

rising lIBOR rates, rising property values will likely lead to higher “last dollar” mezzanine 
exposures per square foot and spreads could narrow, so perhaps better relative value can 
be found in private real estate equity
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privAte equity/overweight
•  Most preferred quadrant with greater emphasis on value-add and opportunistic to take 

advantage of rapidly improving space market fundamentals, although there is a need to 
focus on the impact of rising Treasury rates on exit cap rates at stabilization

•  Improving NOI growth should provide additional support to “build-to-core” and “lease-
to-core” strategies and could offset any upward pressure on exit cap rates

•  Levered core may underperform as a steeper yield curve may weigh on any capital value 
appreciation, but debt market-to-market is likely to be a modest offset for fixed rate borrowers

•  To the extent 10-year Treasury rates rise quickly, it would likely indicate higher anticipated 
inflation, which would generally be beneficial for commercial real estate especially with 
markets moving towards equilibrium even more quickly

Conclusion
After nearly five years since the end of the global financial crisis, the U.S. economy appears to 
be heading towards a modest period of escape velocity growth in 2015. The winding down of 
quantitative easing by the Fed also suggests its growing comfort with the economic outlook, 
although it has indicated that monetary policy will only be tightened if it remains convinced 
that the path to growth remains intact. For real estate investors it likely means that a remarkable 
period of central bank aided performance is coming to an end with the baton of growth 
transferring from the capital markets to the space markets. The timing for such a transition 
could work out well, with demand firming and expected to accelerate across most property 
types and a capital market environment that is still expected to remain supportive.
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The information in this document has been derived from sources believed to be accurate as of October 2014. Information 
derived from sources other than Principal Global Investors or its affiliates is believed to be reliable; however we do not 
independently verify or guarantee its accuracy or validity.
 
This document contains the current views and opinions of Principal Global Investors and are not intended to be, nor should 
it be relied upon in any way as a forecast or guarantee of future events regarding particular investments or the markets 
in general
 
Investors should be aware of the many risks inherent to owning and investing in real estate, including: adverse general and 
local economic conditions that can depress the value of the real estate, capital market pricing volatility,  declining rental 
and occupancy rates, value fluctuations, lack of liquidity or illiquidity, leverage, development and lease-up risk, tenant credit 
issues, circumstances that can interfere with cash flows from particular commercial properties such as extended vacancies, 
increases in property taxes and operating expenses and casualty or condemnation losses to the real estate, and changes 
in zoning laws and other governmental rules, physical and environmental conditions, local,  state or national regulatory 
requirements, and increasing property expenses,  all of which can lead to a decline in the value of the real estate, a decline in 
the income produced by the real estate, and declines in the value or total loss in value of securities derived from investments 
in real estate.
 
Direct investments in real estate are highly illiquid and subject to industry or economic cycles resulting in downturns in 
demand.   Accordingly, there can be no assurance that investments in real estate will be able to be sold in a timely manner 
and/or on favorable terms.
 
A decline in the value of real estate or the decline in the level of net income realized through leases on the real estate 
owned will increase the risk of loss to the investor,  whether the real estate serves as collateral in connection with mortgage 
lending in a private real estate debt strategy, is directly owned in connection with private real estate equity strategies, is 
the source of income for public real estate debt securities such a commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS), or is an 
income producing asset for companies issuing public equity securities (Real Estate Investment Trusts). 
 
In addition to the general risks associated with investments in real estate, there are further risks specific to certain real 
estate strategies
 
The information in this document contains general information only on investment matters and should not be considered 
as comprehensive statement on any matter and should not be relied upon as such nor should it be construed as specific 
investment advice, an opinion or recommendation. The general information it contains does not take account of any 
investor’s investment objectives, particular needs or financial situation, nor should it be relied upon in any way as a forecast 
or guarantee of future events regarding a particular investment or the markets in general. All expressions of opinion and 
predictions in this document are subject to change without notice. Any reference to a specific investment or security does 
not constitute a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold such investment or security.
 
Subject to any contrary provisions of applicable law, no company in the Principal Financial Group nor any of their employees 
or directors gives any warranty of reliability or accuracy nor accepts any responsibility arising in any other way (including by 
reason of negligence) for errors or omissions in this document.
 
All figures shown in this document are in U.S. dollars unless otherwise noted.
 
This document is issued in:
• The United States by Principal Global Investors, LLC, which is regulated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
•  The United Kingdom by Principal Global Investors (Europe) Limited, Level 1, 1 Wood Street, London, EC2V 7JB, registered 

in England, No. 03819986, which has approved its contents, and which is authorized and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

•  Singapore by Principal Global Investors (Singapore) Limited (ACRA Reg. No. 199603735H), which is regulated by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore and is directed exclusively at institutional investors as defined by the Securities and 
Futures Act (Chapter 289).

•  Hong Kong by Principal Global Investors (Hong Kong) Limited, which is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission 
and is directed exclusively at professional investors as defined by the Securities and Futures Ordinance.

•  Australia by Principal Global Investors (Australia) Limited (ABN 45 102 488 068, AFS License No. 225385), which is 
regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.

•  Japan by Principal Global Investors (Japan) Ltd. (Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No. 462, Japan Investment Advisers 
Association; Membership No. 011-01627).

•  This document is issued by Principal Global Investors LLC, a branch registered in the Dubai International Financial Centre 
and authorized by the Dubai Financial Services Authority as representative office and is delivered on an individual basis to 
the recipient and should not be passed on or otherwise distributed by the recipient to any other person or organization.

This document is intended for sophisticated institutional investors only.
 
In the United Kingdom this presentation is directed exclusively at persons who are eligible counterparties or professional 
investors (as defined by the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority). In connection with its management of client portfolios, 
Principal Global Investors (Europe) Limited may delegate management authority to affiliates who are not authorized and 
regulated by the FCA. In any such case, the client may not benefit from all the protections afforded by the rules and 
regulations enacted under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
 
Principal Global Investors Real Estate is the dedicated real estate asset management group of Principal Global Investors.
 
Insurance products issued by Principal National Life Insurance Co (except in NY) and Principal Life Insurance Co. Plan 
administrative services offered by Principal Life. Principal Funds, Inc. is distributed by Principal Funds Distributor, Inc. 
Securities offered through Princor Financial Services Corp., 800/247-1737, Member SIPC and/or independent broker/
dealers. Principal National, Principal Life, Principal Funds Distributor, Inc. and Princor® are members of the Principal Financial 
Group®, Des Moines, IA 50392.
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